The tyrosine residue at 1250 of the insulin-like growth factor I receptor is required for ligand-mediated internalization.
The twin tyrosine residues at 1250 and 1251 of the insulin-like growth factor I receptor (IGF-IR) are missing in the corresponding homologous region of the insulin receptor. In this unique region, the tyrosine at 1251 (Y1251) is essential for both transforming and antiapoptotic activities of the IGF-IR, while Y1250 is dispensable for either of these functions. We show here that a receptor with a mutation at Y1250, but not at Y1251, has lost the ability for ligand-mediated internalization when the mutant receptors are overexpressed in R- cells, derived from a mouse embryo with a targeted disruption of the IGF-IR gene. These results provide evidence that each twin tyrosine at Y1250 and Y1251 of the IGF-IR separately exerts different roles in biologically important signal transductions.